
 
Level 2 Testing 

Guidelines 
 
 

 
 
Part One 
Before your testing time, make sure you have done the following:  

- Passed online open book quiz 
- Paid assessment fee 
- Completed the Health Form and gathered vaccine/titer records 

 
If your dog completed Level 1 as a puppy, you can skip to Part Two now. Otherwise, 
the assessor will ask you to perform the following before your Level 2 test: 

- Have your dog sit at your side once and in front of you once, and perform a 
collar grab in both positions 

- Have your dog “go to place” 
 
 
Part Two 
The Level 2 Test for Pet Dog Ambassador will focus on the skills below. In all 
exercises, your dog should be calm and taking any offered reinforcers gently. The 
leash should not be used to encourage or discourage the dog at any time - use those 
verbal cues instead!  Keep reinforcers - food! - out of your hands until your dog 
completes the behavior. 
 
Before starting the test, you’ll have 5 minutes in the assessment area to explore and 
settle in with your dog.  
  
Skill #1: Car Manners  
Before starting the exercise, the Guardian must cue and hold eye contact with the dog 
for 3 seconds.  
 

● Guardian and dog approach the car. Guardian cues dog to sit or stand or dog 
stops automatically and then waits. 



● Guardian opens the door while the dog remains in position until invited into the 
car. If necessary, the Guardian can lift the dog into the car or the dog can use 
a ramp.  

● Once the dog is inside the car, the Guardian removes the leash and closes the 
door.  

● The dog remains calmly in the car for 10 seconds.  
● The Guardian opens the door and attaches the leash to the dog. The dog must 

remain in the car until invited to exit. The Guardian must not block the dog 
from escaping.  

● After the leash is attached to the dog, the handler must wait 5 seconds before 
inviting the dog to exit the car.  

● Guardian may ask the dog to sit/stand/stay close on exiting the car. The leash 
should not become tight on exit. 

 
 
Skill #2: Entrance Manners  
Dog is to wait at the entrance in either a sit, drop or stand.  
Guardian cues the dog to stay or wait.  
On releasing the dog to go through the entrance, the Guardian can choose one of the 
following options:  

● moving through the entrance together  
● asking the dog to go first and then follow the dog  
● moving through first and requesting the dog to follow  
● Dog should remain in position with leash loose whilst gate or door is closed 

 
Disqualifying actions: 
-Dog should only move through the entrance on cue. 
-Dog may sit, drop, or stand while the Guardian closes the door to the entrance. 
-Leash must remain loose at all times. 
-At no time should the Guardian body-block the dog in order to prevent the dog from 
going through the entrance. 
 
Skill #3: Leave It  
The Guardian may choose from different objects offered by the assessor.  One object 
must be an inanimate object, e.g. a toy, whilst the other will be a food item.  Guardian 
must cue their dog in a calm voice. 
 
Part 1 

● The Guardian and dog walk between 2 cones placed 16 feet apart. Lying on the 
ground at 6 feet to the right or left of the path walked is an obvious inanimate 
object (not food) set up as a distraction. 

● When walking past the object, the Guardian can calmly cue the dog to leave 
the object if required. 



● When the dog leaves the object, the Guardian bridges and reinforces the dog’s 
action appropriately. If a spoken cue is not needed, then it is the Guardian’s 
choice whether or not to reinforce at the end of the exercise. 
 

Part 2 
● Guardian presents food to the dog in a closed hand and calmly cues the dog to 

leave it. 
● When the dog leaves the food, the Guardian appropriately bridges and 

reinforces (from the other hand) the dog’s action. 
 
 
Skill #4: Loose leash walking with social interaction 
It is not required that the dog be at ‘heel’ but a loose leash is required, dog can walk 
either side of Guardian. Dog must sit, drop or stand when cued or automatically. Dog 
must keep all four paws on the ground at all times.  Guardian can give instructions to 
the other person as to how to approach the dog. 
 

● Guardian walks the dog 65 feet on a loose leash. 
● Guardian stops the dog within 3 feet of the other person and cues the dog to 

sit, drop or stand or the dog can do so automatically. 
● With the dog in position, the other person asks if they may pet the dog. 
● Guardian can answer yes or no. 

• If yes: 
○ the Guardian may tell the person where to pet the dog. 
○ the dog should remain in position with four paws on the ground when 

being petted. 
 
Skill #5: Wait to be fed  
The dog must remain calm. He can ignore the hand putting food into the bowl or can 
look at the guardian, acknowledging the contribution and then return to eating. An 
alternative to a bowl can be used, e.g. a Kong. Whatever is used, the Guardian must 
be able to pick it up. 
 

● Guardian cues the dog to sit, drop or stand or the dog can take up position 
automatically and then the Guardian cues the dog to wait. 

● Guardian places a food bowl with bland food (kibble) in it 3 feet from the dog. 
● Guardian releases the dog after 5 seconds to eat from the bowl. 
● While the dog is eating, the Guardian places their hand into the bowl to deliver 

higher quality food. 



Skill #6: Recall  
● The assistant, assessor, or instructor holds the dog’s leash as the Guardian 

moves away. 
● The Guardian does not have to give a formal cue to ask the dog to stay. 
● The assistant can talk to the dog. 
● When 32 feet away, the Guardian calls the dog and the assistant releases the 

dog’s leash. Dog must return directly to the Guardian. 
● Guardian may do any of the following the encourage the dog’s return:  

○ use treats, toys, or welcoming body language 
○ move away from the dog as the dog is called 

● When the dog returns to the Guardian, the Guardian may ask the dog to sit 
but this is not compulsory. 

● The Guardian must be able to take the dog’s collar under the chin or at the 
side of the head. 

 
Skill #7: Emergency Stop  

● Guardian lets the dog wander on a 6 foot loose leash (no pulling). 
● When asked by the assessor, the Guardian cues the dog to stop (once only).  
● Dog must stop within 2-5 seconds. 
● Dog must stay in place until recalled or the Guardian’s return. 
● Guardian cues a recall or walks to where the dog has stopped. 
● Guardian takes the dog’s collar under the chin or to the side of the dog’s head 

 
Skill #8: Handling  
During this skill, dog should remain calm and not try to avoid handling (i.e. growling, 
biting or moving away). Dog may investigate the Guardian but must not mouth or 
otherwise object. Guardian is allowed to talk to the dog whilst dog is being handled. 
Dog body parts can be handled in any order. Two to three seconds must be spent on 
each body part. 
 
Guardians to handle the following body parts: 
• Both ears by lifting each pinna and running finger around the outer ear canal 
• Tail by running hand full length of the tail and lifting the tail to view the anus 
• Flews should be able to be lifted to view the teeth 
• Stroke along the dog’s back and then down each leg 
• Four feet – each foot should be lifted and fingers run around the pads and between 
the toes 
 
 



 
Skill #9: Stay or settle  

● Dog should only be cued once to stay or settle. Guardian can choose to sit or 
stand near the dog, but must not move in excess of 3 feet away from the dog. 

● Guardian may choose to do a formal stay or to do a settle in place. The settle 
must be in the down position and the dog must hold that position until 
released. 

● If using stay, the stay may be in the sit, drop or stand position and the dog 
must hold that position until released. 

● If using a settle, the dog should settle within 10 seconds of being cued from 
which time the 30 seconds is timed. 

● Dog may roll or shift from hip to hip but must remain settled in the down 
position. 

● Once settled the dog must remain in position for 30 seconds until released. 
The dog is permitted to be given a chew or a chew toy during this settle 
exercise. 

● Dog to be released at the end of 30 seconds. 
 
 
Skill #9: Being alone  

● This is not a formal stay but words such as “back soon” or similar may be given 
when guardian passes the leash to the assistant and removes themselves from 
the dog’s sight for 15 seconds. 

● Assistant can talk to the dog and also offer treats in the absence of the 
Guardian (with the Guardian’s consent). 

● The dog can show interest in where the Guardian has gone, but not pull to go 
with Guardian. 

● On the Guardian’s return, the dog can show pleasure but must not jump up on 
the Guardian or stop the Guardian returning to the original starting point. 

● Guardian must return immediately should the dog show signs of undue stress 
(i.e. barking, pulling towards the Guardian). 
 
 


